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Note: (i) The figures in the right hand margin

indicate marks.

(iIi) Answer Section-A and Section-C, which

are compulsory, and four questions from

Section-B.

(iii) Candidates are required to write their

answers in their own wrods as far as

practicable.

SECTION – A

Note: Long Answer Type Questions to be answered

in about 500 word each.

SECTION - C

9. Answer the following in a word or a sentence

each : 15×1

(a) Distinguish between |p| and |b| sounds.

(b) What is a phoneme ?

(c) Give a three term label of |g|.

(d) How many syllables are there in the word

‘delicate’ ?

(e) Identify the prefix in the word ‘transplant’.

(f) Name the central vowels in English.

(g) Give an example of a minimal pair.

(h) Give the free morpheme in the word

‘boyhood’.

(i) The word ‘motel’ is an example of………..

(j) What is an ‘allomorph’ ?

(k) The word ‘paper-back’ is an example of

………..

(l) Give a phonemic transcription of the word

‘aloud’.

(m) Identify the vowel sound in the words ‘case’

(n) ‘Smog’ is made up from……….and ……….

(o) How many affricates are there in English?
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1. Define Linguistics and discuss its scope.

15

OR

Discuss Phonology as a component of language.

2. Give a detailed description of consonants in

English. 15

OR

Write a note on the Rising and Falling tones

in English.

3. Discuss compounding as method of word

formation. 15

OR

Render the following into phonemic

transcription marking the primary stress :

(a) Ravi is my best friend

(b) What are you doing ?

(c) Open the window.

(d) Will you do it ?

(e) The field was empty.

SECTION - B

Note: Short Answer Type Questions to be

answered in about 250 word each.Answer

any four questions from this section.

4. Give two examples of each of the following :

(a) Subject + vi + to infinitive (phrase)

(b) Subject + vt + dependent clause/question

(c) Subject + vt + noun/pronoun + to + noun/
pronoun ( D) (Phrase)

(d) Subject + vi + noun/pronoun + adverb
(D) (phrase)

(e) Subject + vi + preposition + noun/pronoun/
gerund

5. Describe the adjective patterns as given by
Hornby. 10

6. How are the following concepts expressed in
English ? 10

(a) Probability and Likelihood

(b) Promises, Threats, Refusals

7. Explain the following with examples : 10

(a) Noun Patterns

(b) Adverbials of Duration

8. Write short notes on any two of the following
with special reference to English : 10

(a) Diphthongs

(b) Inflections

(c) Determiners

(d) Comparisons and contrasts


